Making your Decision Smartly & Consciously
The average smoker spends 1500 to $3500 every year to poison themselves with cigarettes.
What if you were offered an investment for less than $600 that would pay you back between $1500 and $3500 within a year.
That is a 200% to 600% return on your money! Would you call that a dream investment? Wait, it gets even better!
What if that one time investment paid you back the same amount every year for the rest of your life? Sounds to be too good to be true?
Put into a 401K, this can add up to over $1,000,000 over the next 40 years. That's the same as winning the lottery, except this isn't luck. It's a smart
investment and a sure thing. (Someone lacking vision might say “I can't afford to pay as much as $599”), No problem!
What if this didn't cost you a single extra dime out of your budget? What if all it cost was what you were already spending in two to three months
on a nasty habit that was poisoning you? Now there is no financial excuse to say no. And what if your investment bought you the most effective
process on the planet to assist you in your choice to stop poisoning yourself ….in under two hours? With no withdrawal?
What if by giving up that bad habit, the medical experts said you could gain back on average an extra 14 years of life? How many dollars is 14 years
of life worth to you? What would you do with those years? But what if the quality of your life improved as well?
What if by giving up that nasty habit, you immediately felt healthier and had more energy? What if your breathing improved, your coughs and
colds went away, the smell on your breath and clothes disappeared you looked, felt and acted younger and it was easy?
What if you said YES to this unbelievable investment in yourself, and you made a decision to take back control of your life and by doing so you felt
empowered again? You knew you were setting a powerful example for the children in your life, and others who know you? And what if this feeling
of energy and empowerment spread to all the other areas of your life and you found yourself more successful in your relationships and at your
work? And what if a person you know felt inspired by you and did the same, and you began sending powerful positive ripples out into the world?
How great would you feel? How many others would you want to share this life changing gift with? Picture yourself living from your highest, most
confident self versus the old, “I tried to (quit, commit, achieve)…but I couldn't”.
What if there was no What if? The truth is, everything on this path is already yours because someone who already did this cares about you.
Call us now! The part of your mind that wants to keep you smoking is telling you to put this off, and think about it….DON’T!!! You know that's a trap
to keep you smoking! Take back control for a moment. Just call us, keep your appointment….The rest will be easy!
CALL US!!! Speak to Jill Lien, 1-907-631-2490 (cell) 1-307-764-5470 (office)
95% success rate!

Lifetime Guarantee!

Saving Lives!

